£20,000

VW Golf R DSG

General Info
Engine:

Vehicle Features
1984. Petrol Automatic

Price:
Body Type:

5 Dr Hatchback

Owners:

3

Mileage:

44,000

Reg Date:
Colour:

Not Specified

£20,000

March 2014 (14)
Pure White

Vehicle Description
Here we have a stunning Golf R finished in Pure White. The MK7 Golf R is lighter, faster, more efficient and bigger than its
predecessor and comes packed with technology (like an ESP system you can fully disengage) that doesn’t blunt the driving experience,
but enhances it. Crisp steering, instant throttle response and bags of power channeled through all four wheels mean that while it
will never be held with the same affection as the GTI it’s now a more complete hot-hatch. With a heavily reworked version of the
GTI’s 2.0 TSI engine, producing 296bhp and 380Nm of torque (identical to an Audi S3, 69bhp more than a GTI with the performance
pack and 30bhp more than the previous Golf R) this latest version is the most powerful, and fastest production VW Golf ever. With
this six-speed DSG gearbox and it can cover 0-62mph in 4.9 seconds (the six-speed manual takes 5.3), before slamming into the
limiter at 155mph. This Example has a superb Spec List, In total it has £4500 worth of optional extras. This includes: 2 Tone
Carbon/Nappa Leather Pack -- Heated Seats-- Discover Navigation Pro Touch Screen (Larger Screen Version) --Voice Activation -- Privacy
Glass and all of that on top of the already highly Spec'd R! DAB, 18" Diamond Cut Alloys, LED/Xenon Headlights, LED Rear Lights,
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